
How To Buy The Best Vibrators For Your Body
 

Phanxys is the name of a revolutionary prostate massager. The PHANXY Wave Motion

Prostate Massager utilizes advanced wave motion technology which the curved shaft move

back and forward to press deeply into your prostate, gives a finger like massage to the

prostate, pulls out the sphincter of your anus and unclogs the potential of your manhood's

greatest secret weapon, the prostate. When you use a prostate massager, you can have

unlimited powerful orgasms and pleasurable sex for both partners. No more pain. The

PHANyx Wave Motion Prostate Massager has a massaging motion which stimulates both the

upper and lower regions of your pelvic bone. 

 

 

The PHANxy can be controlled remotely via a wired remote control with the use of your

hands-free vibrator. This vibrator is rechargeable as it has a built in rechargeable feature.

The vibrator's remote control can be used to set the vibrating intensity or else you can use

the remote simply to position the vibrator where you want it. You can even position the

vibrator up against your prostate. 

 

The phanxy wave-motion prostate massager has a lot of exciting features that other prostate

sex toys do not offer. It is the first ever vibrator which offers two different settings: one for



enhanced prostate stimulation and another for giving oral stimulation. This toy comes with

the option of giving oral sex as well as penetrating your rectum. The PHANxy is designed in a

way that it is difficult for any enemy to get away with. You can even set the vibrator to auto-

play when it is turned on automatically. 

 

The vibrator is about the size of your palm. It has a rechargeable life-time of up to 3 hours

and has a user-friendly interface that will make your orgasm last as long as you want it to.

The PHANyx vibrator is made of medical-grade, hypoallergenic material which ensures

maximum comfort for the wearer. You can wear this sex toy anywhere and anytime you want

to. It is completely undetectable to others. The light-weight, waterproof and washable design

make it suitable for every type of bedroom setting. 

 

The Leela SVakom App-Controlled Love Egg Vibrator has the ability to synchronize with your

smartphone. This smartphone is a standalone device that acts as a remote control. The

Leela uses the Android OS platform and so you can also enjoy the same stunning effects on

your phone. This vibrator also features a unique and revolutionary "satin" collection of over

40 different vibrato patterns. You can even change them anytime you wish by logging onto

your account online and erasing your old vibrator with the ones provided by this amazing

vibrator. 

 

For men who want to experience the ultimate orgasmic pleasure, the Shanxion Prostate

Massager is the right toy for them. This vibrator is designed with a very powerful motor that

gives you mind blowing orgasmic experience. The remote control is also included along with

the toy and you can use it with your smartphone or other hand-held devices such as iPod

touch, iPad etc. You can also enjoy the amazing collection of sounds, music and vibration to

help you relax and relieve stress anytime you feel like. There is no need to worry about

where to place the toy because it is rechargeable and comes with a carrying case. 

 

This toy has two types of heads, namely, handheld and table top which are detachable. The

handheld head can be used while the table top is fixed and works on the base. Both types of

heads have different levels of sensitivity. So if you opt to purchase a vibrator like the Phanxy,

you should check the level of sensitivity of the head before purchasing it. There are a high

quality and long lasting warranty on the Phanxy accessory which makes it a much trusted

product. It comes with an instructional DVD to guide you through the procedure to ensure

that you are able to use the Phanxy in the best way possible. 

 

The Phanxys greatest feature however is its amazing remote control feature. With the

Phanxys incredible remote control you can stimulate both your upper and lower parts of your

body including your butt plugs. This vibrator is also known for its great butt plug training set.

The fantastic butt plug training set will allow you to double and triple your pleasure. phanxy

store You can easily buy the Phanxy today at an affordable price and with the money you've

saved on the Phanxys vibrator you can buy other accessories too such as the SVakom App

Controlled Love Egg vibrator. 
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